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What would you like to tell future students about this class?

It is a good class and you learn a lot. Be prepared to work.

The workload isn't that bad and you learn about a lot of cool math topics.

Icosahedra were never this cool before.

I found it strange but in a very good way. I loved the material and have come away understanding it better than I have understood
any math class since coming to harvard. There were lots of moments that made me feel like I had accomplished something and
really made a breakthrough in understanding.   All of that being said, it's important to know that this class has a _lot_ of extra
work on top of hw. It's a pain and takes time but if you really do it you'll learn a lot and in retrospect I'm glad I had it.

Teaching the material you are trying to learn is a fun and unique experience.
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What would you like to tell future students about this class?

If you like a lot of busy work and teaching yourself a lot of material, sign up!

It's a rewarding class, but it's alot of work.

Take the course when you have ample time

Take this course only if you are willing to put in a lot of work on content that very few other students know about/understand.

Good way to satisfy applied math requirements.
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